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Frederic Rzewski's Addictions

MARK ALBURGER

If all you are offered for sale in the stores is shit,” he once said, “you get addicted to shit.” Although he admires jazz, and feels no American composer who isn’t “deaf” can ignore it, he apparently does not feel comfortable himself in adopting a jazz idiom, nor has he found a style of his own that partakes consistently of its spirit [Rockwell, 87].

Frederic Anthony Rzewski (b. Westfield, Massachusetts, April 13, 1938) attended Harvard College and did graduate work at Princeton, studying music (particularly Wagner), philosophy, and Greek literature. He was active in contemporary music circles in Rome (1960-1962) and Berlin (1963-1965), and played concerts with the topless cellist Charlotte Moorman.

Together with Alvin Curran and Richard Teitelbaum, he formed the MEV (Musica Elettronica Viva) group, which quickly became known for its pioneering work in live electronics and improvisation. Bringing together both classical and jazz avant-gardists (like Steve Lacy and Anthony Braxton), MEV developed an esthetic of music as a spontaneous collective process, an esthetic which was shared with other experimental groups of the same period (e.g. the Living Theatre and the Scratch Orchestra).

[the notion of “stay together and then get lost” was] definitely a MEV idea. That’s what MEV was specialized in: getting lost! [Rzewski in Alburger, 13]

Les Moutons de Panurge (1969) is a unison line to be performed via progressive addition (1, 1-2, 1-2-3, etc.) and subtraction -- an open score for "any number of musicians and non-musicians," which includes the notion, "once lost, stay lost."

[Coming Together and Attica] are political in the same sense as Steve Reich's tape-loop composition of 1966, Come Out. . . . Both composers are inspired by topical events, but make use of an idiom that speaks to a far different social and racial group than the victims of the oppression that is being protested.

As if he recognized that discrepancy, Rzewski in his more recent music has included overt popular, accessible, and tonal elements.

Coming Together and Attica (both 1972) were inspired by the 1971 prisoners' revolt at Attica (New York) State Prison, and utilize many of the same techniques in both intoned texts and music, enriched by a jazz / pop harmonic and rhythmic verve. The monologue of Coming Together is as progressively revealed as the chirpy, motoric unisons. The latter give way to a counterpoint of sustained tones and incisive accents against a busy underpinning, building up to an overwhelming climax of repetitive passion and patter.

[The succession of notes in Coming Together] is neither good nor bad, it's just an abstract pattern, if you like, which serves as a template for the reading- and improvising musicians' imagination, which alone constructs whatever musical information emerges. In other words, whatever music there is comes from the live performance -- the reading and the improvising and the playing on this abstract scheme, which itself, alone, is completely dead. So there's no music in the written composition. There is no music. It's completely dead. . . .

The music comes from the act of playing. That's the important thing about this piece [Rzewski in Alburger, 7].

Attica takes a much mellower turn in rumbling piano line and running ascending wind phrases, which sparkle in the light of a new tonal day. The irony of the prison and the pop licks serves as a surreal force, propelling the restful music to unease.

[Attica is] the same piece [as Coming Together]. It's part of the same piece -- it's part II. . . . There's a fermata [between the sections]. . . . [Attica] is supposed to be an optimistic sequel to the clearly downward direction of the first part. But for some reason, people tend to perform the gloomy piece, rather than the upbeat one . . . . people usually don't [perform both parts]. . . . They usually prefer the dismal piece. . . .

[Attica is] basically, I remember, just a paraphrase of some things that I used to do in improvising situations in MEV. Very often in the middle of a MEV spacecraft (we used to call our performances "spacecraft," because we had a certain technique or loose structure for thinking about these improvisations) or toward the end I found myself doing a kind of melodious drone and would return to the same tune. That tune was sort of what Attica is about. . . .
But you can do it any way you want. I mean, that's entirely up to the soloist. The score doesn't tell you how to perform the narration. It doesn't even tell you that you have to be on the beat; you just have to be in the bar. I've worked a lot with actors, and find (I think everybody has the same experience) when composers try to tell actors what to do in terms of pitch or rhythm, this is very often rejected by actors as an unacceptable incursion on their creative territory. That's part of the actor's art: to control pitch and rhythm [Rzewski in Alburger, 13].

With the massive fifty-five minute 36-bar piano theme and 36 variations on an anti-Chilean folksong, *The People United Will Never Be Defeated!* (1975), Rzewski moved to a more eclectic minimalist-informed idiom.

The song was composed by Sergio Ortega and the now expatriate Chilean leftist folk group Quilapayún, and has [in 1983] become the international symbol not just of the spirit of the aborted Allende regime, but of leftist anti-imperialism everywhere. . . . The numerical relationships are exact: six groups of six variations, with the sixth variation in each section summing up its five predecessors, the sixth section recapitulating the previous five, and the sixth variation of the sixth section (i.e. the thirty-sixth variation) serving as a grand finale. "The movement of the whole piece," writes Christian Wolff, the former Cageian who is now himself a political composer, "is towards a new unity -- an image of popular unity -- made up of related but diverse, developing elements . . . a blend of irresistible logic and spontaneous expression" [Rockwell, 87].

Many Chileans, including the government in exile, went to Italy. And there were huge demonstrations of solidarity, with hundreds of thousands of people and all of them were singing this song, "El Pueblo Unido" at the end. It always came at the end: [half-chanting rhythmically] "El Pueblo Unido Jamás Será Vencido." This is a very powerful sound when a hundred thousand people are chanting or singing. Then I would go to New York, where nobody had ever heard of Chile, except for a little band of Communists on Union Square who were marching around with placards, maybe 25 people or something like that -- nobody paying any attention to them. And I felt, "God damn, maybe you can't change the world with music, but you could do SOMETHING. It's better than just sitting there or standing there and doing nothing, and I'm going to write a piano piece about this song." And of course, that's all. It seemed like a perfectly natural thing to do. Ursula Oppens happened to be picked to take part in this series of piano recitals at Kennedy Center and she was able to commission a new piano piece, so that's how that piece got written. Incidentally, I should point out that -- for at least a year, from the time of the coup d'etat in Santiago to about a year later -- there was almost no information in the American press.

It took about a year before the New York Times started to publish articles about a possible connection with the C.I.A. and multinational corporations like I.T.T. and Anaconda Copper Company and so forth and so on. So there was a very striking difference between Rome and New York [Rzewski in Alburger, 15].

While the composer spent a considerable time in New York in the early mid-seventies, he lived for a long time in Rome thereafter. Recent work has included *Crusoe* (making extra-instrumental demands within a mannered 65 movements, each about 15 seconds long, and involving traditional instruments, various vocalizations, and breaking tree branches) and *The Road*.

I'm taking my time with *The Road*. I'm hoping some pianists will commission parts of it. My idea was to propose to piano players to support the project by renting a mile of road, for instance. Like renting a mile of highway. People like the idea, but I haven't gotten any concrete returns from it.
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Concert Reviews

Making the Most of Not Making the Most

PHILLIP GEORGE

Marin Symphony in Gabriel Faure's Requiem. April 6, Veterans Auditorium, San Rafael, CA.

Don't underestimate the understatement. Perhaps any creative artist can make a big noise by bringing out all the bells and whistles, but, as Arnold Schoenberg had it, to "create a world from a sigh" is another extraordinary matter altogether.

On April 6, Alasdair Neale and the Marin Symphony found divine grace via two understated masters: Gabriel Faure and W.A. Mozart. Faure was represented by his Requiem, in a glowing performance showcasing the still-new Marin Symphony Chorus (while the Winifred Baker Chorale and Marin Community Chorus contributed their fine sounds in past years, there is a magic in presenting the Symphony's own in-house vocalists). The late 19th-century composer could have given us fire and brimstone, as his earlier colleagues Hector Berlioz and Giuseppe Verdi provided in earlier similarly-texted endeavors, but instead all here is simply sheer beauty and delicacy. And with what reserve are the forces handled! Violins sit out for long periods, the chorus supported at times by only low strings and organ. Lilting melodies unfold and gentle accompaniments percolate. Tragic gentility and mystic solitude connect with Faure's more adventurous kindred, Claude Debussy and Maurice Ravel. The soloists were soprano Pamela Coburn and baritone Francois Le Roux, who contributed to the hushed and sonorous atmosphere.

Three (or Four) Great Orchestrators at San Francisco Symphony

MARK ALBURGER

San Francisco Symphony, conducted by Michael Tilson Thomas, in the premiere of John Adams's My Father Knew Charles Ives, plus Igor Stravinsky's Violin Concerto. May 1, Davies Symphony Hall, San Francisco, CA.

It was a showcase of great and varied orchestrators at the San Francisco Symphony on May 1 at Davies Hall). The most traditional was Peter Tchaikovsky, in his Suite No. 3, which was heard to lovely effect as well on another recent earlier concert.

Perhaps Tchaikovsky's most recent avatar is John Adams, whose orchestrations are relatedly colorful and excellent. But in Adams's My Father Knew Charles Ives, heard in its premiere, the early 20th-century New Englander appears a close collaborator. Adams offers an expert homage to Ives, and the three movements -- "Concord," "The Lake," and "The Mountain" -- seem to be, as the composer acknowledges, Three Places Farther North in New England. The Berkeleyan is almost too good at what he does: sometimes the music seems like undiscovered Ives; but in the most engaging sections, Adams brings his own post-minimalism into the mix for telling syncretic effects.

Igor Stravinsky was in many ways another mix-and-match composer in terms of stylistic influence but, like in Adams, the varied influences always add up to a very distinct personality. Stravinsky's neoclassic Violin Concerto, with the youthfully virtuosic Hilary Hahn, is as singular in the repertory as can be imagined. Conductor Michael Tilson Thomas clearly delineated all the details of line and motion, from the pungent wind solos that open the accompaniment, to the spiky, athletic string pulsations that pop up toward the conclusion. Throughout, Hahn plunged into the music in full commitment to its wayward energy. This was a tour de force for conductor, orchestra, and soloist.
April 5


April 6

Death of Nigerian drummer, bandleader, and teacher Babatunde Olatunji, of complications from advanced diabetes, at 76. Salinas, CA. "He [taught] . . . at the Esalen Institute in Big Sur . . . . Olatunji's 1959 album, Drums of Passion, was the first album of African drumming recorded in stereo in an American studio, and it introduced a generation to the power and intricacy of African music. While field recordings of African drumming had been available, Drums of Passion reached a mass public with its vivid sound and exotic song titles like 'Primitive Fires' . . . . In 1950 Mr. Olatunji received a scholarship to attend Morehouse College in Atlanta. He was planning to become a diplomat. He studied public administration at New York University, where he formed an African-style ensemble that eventually turned into his full-time occupation. The group performed at concerts and at civil rights rallies led by the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. After the group appeared with an orchestra at Radio City Music Hall, Mr. Olatunji was signed to Columbia Records. Mr. Olatunji secured foundation grants to tour schools. Among the students who were impressed by his performances -- dressed in African robes and plying hand-hewn goat-hide drums -- was Mickey Hart, who would go on to join the Grateful Dead and later recharge Mr. Olatunji's career. Drums of Passion made Mr. Olatunji the most visible African musician in the United States . . . . With support from John Coltrane, he established the Olatunji Center for African Culture in Harlem, which offered music and dance lessons to children until 1988. . . . Hart invited him to open for the Grateful Dead's New Year's Eve show in Oakland . . . . in 1985 . . . [and] also persuaded his label, Rykodisc, to re-release two independently recorded 1980's albums by Mr. Olatunji: Drums of Passion: The Beat (1986), which included guest appearances by the guitarist Carlos Santanta, and "Drums of Passion: The Invocation" (1988), featuring Yoruba chants. Mr. Olatunji recorded and toured during the 1990's as a member of Mr. Hart's world-beat supergroup, Planet Drum, and made an instructional videotape, African Drumming, released in 1996. He moved to Washington and then to Big Sur, where he became an artist in residence at Esalen. Mr. Olatunji also continued to lead his own group, Drums of Passion, which included students and family members: his daughter Modupe and his seven grandchildren [Jon Pareles, The New York Times, 4/9/03].

April 7

John Adams wins the Pulitzer Prize in Music for On the Transmigration of Souls. The other finalists are Steve Reich's Three Tales and Paul Schoenfield's Camp Songs (a memorial to victims of the Holocaust). "Adams had less than a year to create the first commission of Lorin Maazel's tenure at the New York Philharmonic, a memorial to Sept. 11 for the opening of the new season. His response was a soundscape of layered sounds and textures, from tapes of screeching car brakes in the city's streets to a recitation of names of World Trade Center victims to fragments of text from missing-persons posters and cellphone messages, broken up between two choruses and intertwined with the orchestra. The work was intended as a "memory space," the composer wrote, where "you can be alone with your thoughts and emotions" [The New York Times, 4/8/03]. "John Adams reacted . . . with what he called 'a kiss and a punch' to the news . . . expressing appreciation . . . while decriing the Pulitzer board's long history of giving the prize to conservative, usually academic composers. [He] won for . . . a 30-minute work for chorus, children's chorus, orchestra and taped sounds . . . . T'm honored that they gave acknowledgment to this particular piece . . . and I think that any honor that I receive as a result of this is hopefully passed on to the families of those people that I commemorated in the piece.' But Adams, 56, was less enthusiastic about the award itself, which has generally gone to composers with close ties to the musical establishment, rather than to those with an experimental or nontraditional bent. 'Every year I continue to be disappointed that the Pulitzer has stayed stylistically within such a narrow bandwidth of mainly academic music. . . . It doesn't carry much prestige amongst the composers that I know. I hope that over the years, the people who administer the prize will accept that American music is a far more universal art form than the past history would suggest.' Adams' wish may be coming true in the finalists were the minimalist elder statesman Steve Reich and Paul Schoenfield. . . . Scheduled for a premiere in 2005 is Doctor Atomic, a San Francisco Opera commission based on the life of nuclear physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer" [Joshua Kosman, San Francisco Chronicle, 4/8/03]. "I'm honored that they gave acknowledgment to this particular piece. . . . and I think that any honor that I receive as a result of this is hopefully passed on to the families of those people that I commemorated in the piece.' But Adams, 56, was less enthusiastic about the award itself, which has generally gone to composers with close ties to the musical establishment, rather than to those with an experimental or nontraditional bent. 'Every year I continue to be disappointed that the Pulitzer has stayed stylistically within such a narrow bandwidth of mainly academic music. . . . It doesn't carry much prestige amongst the composers that I know. I hope that over the years, the people who administer the prize will accept that American music is a far more universal art form than the past history would suggest.' Adams' wish may be coming true in the past years lost much of the prestige it still carries in other fields like literature and journalism. Anyone perusing the list of past winners cannot help noticing that many if not most of the country's greatest musical minds are conspicuously missing.
April 8

Death of Charles Rolland Douglass, the inventor of the laugh track, at 93. Templeton, CA. "[He was] the inventor of the Laff Box, which has been supplying recorded audience reaction for television shows since the 1950's . . . . Douglass . . . was working as a technical director for live shows in the early days of television when he had the idea of developing a 'laugh machine' to enhance or substitute for live audience reaction. He could 'sweeten' programming soundtracks with degrees of laughter, gasps and other responses even when there was no audience. . . . The machine . . . is now reduced to the size of a laptop computer and carries hundreds of human sounds, including 'giggles, guffaws, cries, moans, jeers, ohs and abs,' [his son] Bob Douglass said. As many as 40 of the available audience sounds can be combined. He added that the system includes examples of laughter of people from other cultures, whose sounds are noticeably different from those of Americans" [The New York Times, 4/26/03].

April 9

Death of Jorge Oteiza (b. Orio, Spain), at 94. San Sebastian, Spain. "[He was] a Basque artist and intellectual whose abstract metal sculptures seemed spacious and weightless despite their large scale . . . . Although Mr. Oteiza was not widely known outside Spain, his work resonated with a handful of powerful figures in the art world. Richard Serra, the San Francisco-born sculptor of enormous structures of metal, did not encounter Mr. Oteiza's work until the 1980's, well into his own career, yet saw him as a precursor and like-minded visionary . . . . [His] mature works blend the influence of modern sculptors like Henry Moore with pre-Columbian figurative art" [The New York Times, 4/13/03].

Death of Vera Zorina (b. Eva Brigitta Hartwig, 1/2/17, Berlin, Germany), at 86. Santa Fe, NM. "[She was] a dancer and actress who starred in ballets, films and stage musicals choreographed by her first husband, George Balanchine. . . . Public television captured her as the narrator in Persephone in the New York City Ballet's 1982 Stravinsky Festival, organized by Balanchine the year before he died. . . . Although friends called her Brigitta throughout her life, her professional name was changed to Vera Zorina by Colonel de Basil, as the director of the Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo was known . . . . As she wrote in her 1986 autobiography, "Zorina," she became involved at 18 in an open menage a trois that included Massine, then the world's best-known choreographer, and his wife, Eugenia Delarova. . . . Zorina also cherished her performances in Bronislava Nijinska's experimental masterpiece to Stravinsky, Les Noces. . . . In 1943, she tried to return to a serious ballet career [after work on Broadway and in Hollywood] and was a guest artist with Ballet Theater, where Balanchine cast her as Terpsichore, the leading muse in his Apollo. In 1946, Ms. Zorina married [Godard] Lieberson [the President of CBS Records], who died in 1977. They had two sons, Jonathan, a philosophy teacher, who died in 1989, and the composer Peter Lieberson, also of Santa Fe" [Anna Kisselgoff, The New York Times, 4/12/03].

April 10

Erling Wold's Sub Pontio Pilato (libretto by James Bisso), with John Duykers, Kerry Walsh, Ken Berry, Micah Epps, Steve McKeary, Laura Bohn, Lisa Scola Prosek, Jab, and Mark Alburger, directed by Melissa Weaver and conducted by Jonathan Khuner. "In contrast to the gentle, almost hallucinatory lyricism of his earlier operas (A Little Girl Dreams of Taking the Veil and Queer), the music here is often stark and ceremonial, with an apt air of stately reserve (it isn't just the Latin that calls Stravinsky's Oedipus Rex to mind). Scored for a bone-dry ensemble of woodwinds, [brass] synthesizer[s, piano,] and percussion, the music, crisply conducted . . . sublimes its lyrical impulse into a haughty rhetorical directness evocative of Roman imperial splendor. Yet there are exceptions, too -- most notably the gorgeous and slightly agitated choral setting of the Nicene creed that forms the piece's climax. The opening performance could scarcely have asked for stronger performers. Tenor John Duykers is superb in the title role, his singing forthright and nuanced, his theatrical presence magnificently touching. . . . Ken Berry, Micah Epps, Steve McKeary take on the smaller roles with aplomb, and a fine-voiced chorus of seven girls, dressed in matching schoolgirl dresses and blond wigs, serve as demons, courteous and general commentators" [Joshua Kosman, San Francisco Chronicle, 4/12/03]. 

"Khuner conducts the fine 11-piece orchestra, while tenor Duykers and the equally formidable soprano Kerry Walsh . . . lead an appealing six-person cast. . . . Wold's enchanting score -- with its Stravinsky-like majesty and warm minimalist accents -- keeps the drama aloft, reaching some particularly memorable heights by the second act, including a gently elegiac choral movement, before ending on a sly note of historical irony" [San Francisco Bay Guardian, 4/15/03].

April 11

Front page of The New York Times carries a photo of Uday Hussein's ruined grand piano in Bagdad, Iraq.
April 21

Death of singer Nina Simone (b. Eunice Waymon, 2/21/33, Tryon, NC), at 70. Carryle-Rouet, France. "Simone had only one Top 20 hit in her long career -- her very first single, "I Loves You, Porgy," released in 1959 -- but her following was large and loyal and her impact deep and lasting. . . . Simone . . . usually performed with a rhythm section and always accompanied herself on piano. . . . [H]er piano playing . . . revealed her classical training more clearly than most jazz pianists' . . . She received a scholarship to the Juilliard School of Music in 1950, although she had to work as an accompanist for singers and as a piano teacher to help support herself. She eventually ran out of money, left Juilliard and moved back in with her family, at that time living in Philadelphia. In 1954 she got a job playing piano at a bar and grill in Atlantic City, where she assumed her stage name -- because, she later explained, she did not want her mother to find out what she was doing. After her first night on the job, she was told that she had to sing as well as play, so she began emulating Billie Holiday and other singers she admired. She later said that she kept herself from getting frustrated with the often indifferent crowds by playing the piano in a manner 'as close to classical music as possible'" [Peter Keepnews, The New York Times, 4/22/03].


April 22


April 24

Ethel. Miller Theatre, Columbia University, New York, NY.

April 27

Death of Elain Anderson Steinbeck, at 88. New York, NY. "[She] was one of the first women to become a Broadway stage manager and . . . in later years kept bright the artistic torch of her late husband John Steinbeck."
compelled him to leave school to work in a bank. He nonetheless became a compulsive concertgoer and an avid at-home chamber music player, which may account, Mr. Shawn writes, for the lucid texture of even his large orchestral works. That he was largely self-taught as a composer is extraordinary, given the prodigious technique he eventually amassed. Until he fled the Nazis and emigrated to the United States in 1933, Schoenberg resided alternately in Vienna and Berlin, and Mr. Shawn is insightful about the impact of these different cultural milieux. The progressive artistic climate in Berlin seemed to foster social satire and political commentary. But in Vienna, the city of Freud, 'artists tended to pursue expression that was removed from a political and social context,' Mr. Shawn writes, and 'art turned inward to the aesthetic, spiritual and psychological realms,' which bolstered Schoenberg's innate desire to tap the unconscious. Surely his serious experiment with painting between 1906 and 1912 was Schoenberg's attempt to access this inner realm in another way. . . . Schoenberg had the courage to acknowledge the change [in his increasingly chromatic music]. The 'new reality,' as Mr. Shawn puts it, was that the novel harmonies and vagrant chords had become the 'primary point of interest or even of repose.' It was the tonal 'resolutions' and 'preparations' that increasingly seemed 'only decorative, vestigial remnants of an old musical grammar.' . . . Shawn is an engaging writer. Perhaps keeping company with good writers has helped: his wife is the author Jamaica Kincaid, his brother is the writer and actor Wallace Shawn, and his father was William Shawn, the vaunted former editor of The New Yorker. He comes up with disarming analogies to make his points, as when he likens the rapid, intense pace of Schoenberg's composing to that of another visionary, the jazz genius Thelonious Monk, who once complained after a concert, 'I played the wrong notes.' . . . A chronic analyzer of everything, Schoenberg could not help but explain exactly what he did wrong when he muffed a shot in tennis. (While living in Los Angeles, he played quite aggressively with friends like George Gershwin and the Marx Brothers.) He . . . invented board games, like Coalition Chess, and gadgets, like a design for a musical typewriter. There is a devastating chapter on the silent feud between Schoenberg and Stravinsky that lasted from 1912 until Schoenberg's death in 1951. It goes without saying, Mr. Shawn comments, that when two artists of this stature 'deride each other's work, a selective deafness is in operation.' Mr. Shawn also gives a poignant account of Schoenberg's mandatory retirement at 70 from the University of California in 1944. At the time he had young children to support from his second marriage, and a pension of $38 a month” [A. Tommasini, The New York Times, 2/13/02].
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